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FOBBT MANAaiMKHT ISSUES IMJKAĵ ff̂ WnPeLAiOASK: STODT-OF PIDDA MALLAPUEAII *
AND POLICY ANALYblb
"̂̂  MOUTH PAKK /nj - Kavi I Pragada »*

IKiTMQDUCYIOH: In the ancientf̂ Imeo planting a tree symbolised .a mans possession

over land but did not confer him moral authority to cut the tree. Today the

same man cuts doHn the tre« without any moral scruples. Does this indicate that

there existed traditional systems nith ensured proper management and^protection

oJ' forctits, land 4 Hater? If so how did the traditional systems influence

tribal*; relationships with nature & hie out look on the forest? Hhat are the

reasons and implication of an attitudinal shift of the hillman, the transition

.from reveronce of Adivitalli (Mother Forest) to a matter of fact treatment to-

wfj.rda it? HOH have the plainsmen and state uurkwH contributed in bringing about

a sl.idi? J.TI the traditional norms of the forest? Is it an inevitable process and

does it signify an alarming trend which requires immediate concern in this

ecological pandenonium? In the context of this seminar, these are urgent ques-

tions that we need to look within ourselves. It is these same questions that we

are constantly being confronted Hith during all these years of our nork Hith the

tribal people of East Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh. I present here a

case Ktudy of a tribal village of Peddamallapuram (which has been the headquar-

ters of our work in these past six years) to explain the traditional systems and

thw transition that followed.

* Paper presented in the Fourth Annual Common Property Conference (IASCP)

Jun •- 16-19, 1993, Manila Philippines.

** Ravi, S Pragada is an activist of SAMATA (NGO) working Hith tribal people of

Eant Godavari & Visakhapatnam district - Andhra Pradesh - India.



Th'.", paper is presented in three parts. The 1st part gives a description of the

traditional system and hoH its distinct traits ensured the protection of the

».CQ-syst>tm. The 2nd part explains the break up of the traditional systems under

.' • prt'siiure from the colonial state, commercialisation and inflow of non-

,' tribal/plainsman Hith different pattern of behaviour. The 3rd part poses issues

i-eJaiing to the protection of eco-eystems under the changing conditions.

"̂̂ "
PABT-I

rRADITIOMAL OYSTEM8J Forest management in the connotation of indigenous people

does not correspond to the corporate systems of management we have today. The

traditional methods of checks and balances have their modus operandi in socio-

fultural norms passed on through generations. The social customs, religious

per formancL's, superstious beliefs and rituals imposed upon by the elders influ-
c

<>nci3d the outlook of the tribals towards the forest and resulted in distinct

for as of management. Although to our present day comprehension they appear to be

loofie and informal structures they were strictly adhered to by inter-communities

and intra-communities and severely monitored by the community. The traditional

Euelvsma have some distinct traits which are outlined belong.

1. JWrEBHAL HAKSONY OF CULTURE: It is important that we understand the structure

of society in the traditional setup. Family or individual, as we perceive in

the modern societies was not the social unit in primitive societies, Communities

Ner<-> small and compact and all socio-economic relations were oriented towards

encompasising the needs of the community as a whole and resources were exploited
/

only in BO far ae basic needs demand. This was the cardinal principle that was



followed for the protection and preservation of both nan and nature. The at-

tachment to the culture and customs propounded by their ancestors is a dominat-

ing factor in maintaining this principle. The primitive people dreaded novelty

Hind change out of fear and suspicion to anything new and strange. Any change

V:<id to undergo rigorous scrutiny and could be influenced only by the "learned"

personalities in the community. The village elders arid their councils ruled

over the total life pattern of the society, Any deviation by any member of the

iioDiaruni.ty from the set norms brought punishment from the village council al-

though they enjoyed liberal democracy. It is this homogenisation and harmonisa-

iion of culture that preserved the internal discipline of the community.

2. ABSKNCK 07 INDIVIDUAL OKNHX8HIPI The concept of individual ownership was a

ir,-on -existent phenomenon to the primitive tribals. In the mode of economic

living the principle Has of feeding every member in the community and no single
^

purjon was abandoned to his fate. In the primitive stages hunting and food

gathering Here the main occupations. Later Hhen agriculture Has introduced

consumption crops Here grown. Harmony existed between villages and communities

cind village councils determined their traditional village boundaries called

•poJimeru". The land, forest and trees fell within these boundaries and the

ci'jmnuiiities strictly followed them. Ownership of natural resources was a common

property of the community and tressi-passing beyond these boundaries brought

j. itt'i— communities together to settle disputes.



3, KELKIIOUS CUSTOMS! Religion played a very important role where Horship of

natural deities like trees, forest, animals and crops Has the traditional cul-

t/iirt. To the tribal, the hills, -the streams «nd the forest Here immortal gods

bestowing bio with abundance of natural wealth. Consciously or unconsciously,

they believed in the preservation of nature which manifested itself in the

religious rituals and superstitious beliefs^attached to them. In Pedda Mallapu-

ram festivals are observed for harvesting, for sowing, for ploughing, for the

raini;, Tor the forest, etc. For example, Gangalamma festival is performed

bi-fore the crop is harvested, Nukalaiama festival is to usher in the new year,

and to sprinkle the seeds, Kappalapanduga to invoke the gods for rains if the

monsoons do not set on time, Sajulubabu festival is celebrated to plead with the

gods to protect and guide then when they go into the forest for fuel, food or

hunting . Likewise they perform festivals before harvesting of any fruit or

grain - there is a pulses festival, a millets festival, a pumpkin festival, a

tamarind and a jackfruit festival, before any of these are plucked and eaten.

I':" consumed before performing these-festivals the tribals believe that they will

bi duly punished by the gods. This religious sentiment ensures that the crop is

harvested at the proper time, it puts the fear of god into those who might have

ttie ill-intention of trespassing or pilfering. Especially common property, such

a/ii fruit-bearing trees like mango, tamarind, Jack, custard-apple, citrus, etc

he.ve to be guarded from cattle and thieves by the whole village and the fruits

aim plucked only after they are ripe. Nhen the elders hold a meeting to an-

nounce that the fruits are sufficiently ripe, they choose an auspicious day for

a snwil). ceremony to the village deity. At least one member from each household

takes part in collecting the fruits. They are either distributed into equal
x

pa.rts to eeich household or else the whole village sells the produce and shares

and money equally, or the money that is earned remain with the village-council

tc bo used on public occasions like festival^ or meetings or on visitors.



4, 8XSTBXCTXQU-OM OVKE KPtOIIAIIOH -OF HATOBAL IB80QXCKS * FKOTSCTION OF. KTIRE

XCO-SYSXlUt Apart fron festivals tribals have strong belief systems which,

though uay appear superstitious, to us are actually born out of experience and

clone interaction with nature. The different methods adopted by the tribals

we.'e, ^

a) restriction on the exploitation of certain plants/fruits/ timber/

grass/animals to particular seasons alone. The period between 'Padyam* and
1 Pournnuui' <Suklapakshan> ie., wh«n the noon is on the rise, timber varie-

ties aro not felled .as they rot or get eaten by termites. Between Pournami

p.nd Anavashya (Bahulapakshan) ie., when the noon is on the descent, it is

fiuj table to fell trees. Kella (Fistula flowers) are plucked only after

Gsingaiawma festival. The •Jeeluga" tree (Caryota Urens or Fish Tail Pain)

is one of the most precious trees here. The toddy is tapped only in one

sasuson (Jan-April) and is ceremoniously confirmed by everyone in the village
i
after worshipping it;

to) restrictions on exploitation of animals/plants at certain stages of their

lives - the tribals do not eat mango until it ripens and falls down, the

kernels are stored and sowed during the monsoons. Our people also do not

cat the tender palm since it has future uses in terms of fruit (tatipandu),

(tiibi>r>, tega and plant for regeneration;

c:> Some species were considered sacred and utilised only for some sanctimonious

purposos like festivals and marriages.
"V

ci> Certain plants are medicinally valuable hence, exploiting of these species

restricted only to the medicine-men or 'gurusr as they were called.



<••> restrictions were made on the quantity of timber/plant/animals to be ex-

ploited. Hunting of animals was a community activity once a year. During

tfte Gangalanna festival, all the menfolk participate in the hunting ceremo-

ny. It is a universal belief among our tribals that cow's milk should be

left to the calf and not to be consumed by humans.

f) myths are created in hunting of certain animals or cutting down of certain

trees;. For instance, each tribal community has a totemic symbol of a par-

ticular tree or animal to which the origin of the tribe is attributed.

Therefore these symbols are considered sacred and fiercely protected.

g> ttiisociation with forest and trees is extended to christening of villages
clike Vantalamamidi, To-tapalli, Gurramamidi, KapparamajJi. Surnames of

persons also originate from names of birds/animals/trees - like the surname

'Geiwneli" means peacock.

h) Die tribal calender has its chronology determined by agricultural activities

and forest seasons which reveals how regular life-patterns of tribals are

closoly associated with nature.

i > Dccurar.ce of calamities like floods, famines, droughts are attributed to the

wrath of the gods for the sins committed by themselves.

Thur, all these rituals and beliefs reveal what an intimate interrelationship

exists between the tribal and his natural surroundings.



PA1T-XX

TMir TIAH8XTXON PEEIODi
al Entry of the outside world into these remote forest areas Has heightened

during the colonial times as British interests lay in the commercial bene-

fits of the forest resources with industries, building of railway-lines,

marketing of minor and major forest produce and meeting the demands of the

non-forest dweller. Clearing of forest for the lucrative urban and foreign
^

neude resulted in the rapid depletion of natural wealth. Until this time

the tribal thought he was the 'king of the forest', living in tacit under-

standing with the other species. The traditional ethic of preservation and

devotion of Mother Forest was the primary value-system that the hillman

observed. Kith the advent of the government into the erstwhile tribal

'forasitdom1, governmental regulations were framed with regard to ownership

a::id administration of the forests. The forest department was formed with

the objective of conserving the forest and protecting it from undue utilisa-

tion and exploitation. This step led to the process of demarcation of

forest land and categorisation of forests as protected forests, reserve

i forests, etc., which proved to be a major reversal in the tribals1 life as

they lost total control over the land and forests around them. Thus when

the etate introduced the system of individual ownership of land, it de-

stroyed the system of community ownership. It became the land of the patta-

raj where ownership of land through title deeds came to be the legal recog-

nition of ownership. Due to tribal innocence and ignorance, they started to

loae both their physical and legal possession of the land. He can say that

' it nas a deliberate move by the colonial powers whose policy was to divide



oy rule. Thus when the colonial state started forcefully exercising their

j-ifjht ove* the forest the tribal resented and it resulted in 3 major rebel-

lions against the British the Bampa Rebellion, Lagari Fituri & Seetha Sana

Ra.]u Fituri (1921-24). Hith respect to land demarcated as forest land new

i-ulea And regulations Here formed which were not in conformity with tribal

lii'e. The tribal suddenly found himself dictated about what to cut, where

to (jiraze his animals, collect fuel wood and fodder and whether to hunt or

we.'.! .forest produce and to whom. Circulars to this effect were sent to the

l>ec'ple and laws were stringent only so far as the tribal was concerned. In

I'fjdia Mallapuran tribals had to pay a toll' called ̂pullar6 to enter the for-

est. These receipts had to be shown to the forest guard each time they went

into the forest. Goats were not allowed into the forest for grazing beyond

?,.?. metres fron reserve forest line and carrying of matchboxes and knives was

c;J.sc> prohibited. Initially the tribals obeyed all government rules meticu-

li;vsly both out of fear and respect for the authorities. There runs and

ada^e among the tribals that if they were confronted by a forest guard on

cne »;ide and a tiger on the other, it is, the latter that the tribal would

cAoofie to .face. When they saw that while they were observing the laws, the

low enforcers themselves were accomplices to the malpractices and smuggling

activities of the plainsmen and Industries, gradually the tribals got incor-

porated into the commercialisation of the forest resulting in an apathetic

fueling nmong them because they on longer felt a sense of responsibility to

tlie forest. One major result was that the tribals were pushed even further

interior due to pressure on land from non-tribals.

8



b) Let UA now the see hoM the above f acton have contributed to the process of

change in Pedda Hallapur**:

i
Pedda Mallapuram is a village in what is noH termed as tribal sub-plan area

of East Godavari district, Andhra Fradesh, Hhere recognition of the govern-

ment has cone quite late. Over 50 years ago Fedda Mallapuran had around 20

houBt! holds belonging to Eonda Kapu & and Konda Kammara tribes. This vil-

lage was visited by the legendary, revolutionary Alluri Seetha Rama Kaju who

fought the British for 3 years (1921-1924) for tribal rights over land,

forest & water. This is a village which was once too inaccessible to the

outbade Morld and has gone through a drastic transition. It is a classic

example of its relegation into a semi- tribal "township". In its present

form Pedda Mallapuram has grown into a large village of Two Hundred Sixty

households of which Eighty to Ninety consist of non-tribals. The

extent of revenue land belonging. to the village runs to almost One Thousand

TNO Hundred acres. Traditionally the crops grown were ragi, Jowar and a

wide range of millets. There Has only one single annual crop, the yield of

uhich could barely sustain the people for 5 or 6 months. The rest of the

year was occupied in collecting minor forest produce like adda leaves, gum,

boney, nuts, fruits, etc., and bartering these for their consumption needs

jn nearby towns of Sankavaram, Santa Paidipala, Eavutulapudi . This opened a

communication and inflow from the external societies. In the beginning

U-ibals encroached onto revenue lands and cleared them for cultivation and

t-ettlt'd down to agriculture. As the influx of plainsmen increased all
si r

unreserved land was cleared by around 1956 and, therefore forest land higher

up needled to be cleared for the tribal population to survive. Kith urban



demands skyrocketing and forest trade getting more lucrative, vested inter-

efit.'.- ruthlessly trebled their deforestation operations. In the 1950s and

6f)£ Pedda Mallepuram was a densely forested area. The density of the forest

can be illustrated from the fact that women walked barely 300 yeards from

their houses to collect firewood. Soon timber-mills were permitted to be

established very close to the forest. In the years between 1966-67 AP Paper

Mills cijjjie up at Rajahnundry (110 kms> and started laying road* for their
^

trucks tmd they used to pay a paltry two paise for a headload of bamboo.

Around the same time a beedileaf contractor, M Ethiraj Chettiar came to the

area and lured tribals into collection of beedi-leaves for which he paid

three paise per bundle. There were other traders between 1960-65 like Koppu

Bt.'idy Kuniayya, Hat la Kamayya, Motla Chinayya, Hukireddi Pamu, Parvata Appa-

r,:-Q and ethers. In the late 60s and early 70s the poor and backward plains-

men began seeking livelihood in the hills. Over the years this stream of

pcopoie became steadier and are now well-established in Pedda Hallapuram.

In these conditions land-hundry non-tribals from the surrounding towns and

unscrupulous moneylenders occupied tribal lands through fraudelent means.

Being in the sub-plan area our tribals were not covered by any protective

ISMS and hence the exploitation of their vulnerability. Non-tribals poured

in from Pitapuram, Sankavaram, Geddanapalli, Gummaregula, etc., and have

em.-roached onto 30 percent of the wet land. Kith their settlement the

village took the hue of a rural rather than a tribal village as tea-stalls,

grocer's shops and sahukar businesses sprouted up. A few years back the

shindy or the weekly market was also started in Pedda Mallapuram, it having

prMVtd to be the strategic point for traders and merchants. Politically

too, it grew up into a centre of local power with the non-tribals forming a
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powerful lobby. Some of then buy firewood from the tribals and sell them to

the nearby towns. Some others engage tribals in and around Pedda Mallapuram

l.o males.- coal and trade them outside. Every morning one finds a stream of

tribalu making a bee-line into the forest for chopping wood and making coal

Dihich they bring down to Pedda Mallapuram in the evening. The old men of

Fad da Hallapuram bemoan that ninety percent of the forest that existed in

their childhood has disappeared now. Hhat I have personally seen since 1987

confirms the old man experience regarding accelerated deforestration. Pedda

Hallapuram is 18 kms from Sankavaram, the mandal headquarters. Six years

ago there was 12 kms of forest cover between Pedda Mallapuram and Sankavaram

but this forest along the road has been slowly cleared away by headloaders

•Mid cyclists. In the 70s is a timber mill was setup at Sankavaram, and

another at ITathipudi. The road being laid in 1980, timber trade increased

end utleast hundred cartloads of timber and fuelwood per day used to slip

cat of the area.The paper mills had cleared all the bamboo in the area by
**

1980, ninety percent of the valuable timber trees have disappeared. Now-a-

dayfi women have to spend at least half day for collection of firewood.

'Jribals of Pedda Hallapuram are going to more interior villages to look for

limber to make ploughs and other agricultural implements. Gradually after

the non-tribal influx the tribals also have become rice eaters and today

tnere are two rice mills in the villge.

A recent phenomenon is the nhift from food crop to cash crop economy.

Tobacco is the major crop grown now sponsored by mega-corps with promises of

high remuneration. Cashew plantations were sponsored by the Integrated

Tribal Development Agency, with the motive of social forestry for income-

generation. For their consumption purposes the tribals have now cleared

land further up, some of it in the reserve forest as well.
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PAKT-III

in protection of eco-syateu under the changed aecnario

The present scenrio is full of ironies and contradictions. On the one hand

fornfit has to be conserved, wildlife has to be protected and on the other,

survival and sustenance requirements of the tribals also needs a major priority.

As ,*n activist what I can put forward to you are queries regarding these issues:

Is it really possible for the tribal to revert back to his primitive customs?

In '-he present circumstances Nhere tribals do not live in isolation any longer,

how can the traditional patterns be adapted to the changing tines? Yet state as

it vieui. the utilisation of the forest is far removed from the tribals view and

h2m;e the contradictions in the approach.

Governmental attitude has been of giving superficial concessions to the tribals

d of recognising their rights over the forests. Hence, what is required

of i,he State is a mature and realistic social policy with regard to regularsing

and recognising people's participation in management. The government has to

accept the traditional village boundaries or polemeru. Each tribal village has

to be- demarcated their village forest boundary irrespective of the species

present. This can be given .to the community to manage since people Hill protect

only ii? they also benefit from it. In other words the forest department has to

participate in the people's activities instead of thrusting programmes which the

tri'cal has not created and has no interest in, some of the tribal elders and
*„

yj-uth in Pedda Mallapuram have shown concern over the degenerating forest situa-

tion'. They have personally faced negative repercussions and hence, have decided

12
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" '

to confront their problems', collectively. Fifty of them had encroached onto a

fertile valley land which fell within the traditional 'polimeru1. The conten-

tion of the tribale is'that since they .have occupied originally cultivated land

and since it falls on a lot* gradient it should be either recognised as revenue

land or atleast be given possession rights. Another reason for the formation of

tine struggle committee Has to Hithstand the onslaught of. the plainsmen's demands

on their forest. In effect, the committee feels that the land belongs to the

community with individuals cultivating it. This move slums a rising anxiety

among the tribals to salvage themselves through the nature around. Recently all

the ({urn tappers protested strongly as some gum trees Here felled by non-tribals

and Kmuggled away.

f

Assessment of the local needs of the village in terms of fuel, fodder, timber

agricultural and horticultural consumption has to be made. Also the energy and

other forest requirements of the surrounding villages and tonns have to be
->*,

studied and then hoH much of these demands can be met from the forest has to be

decided. Urban demands should be met by developing the degraded forests around

the towns so as to reduce the pressure on the tribal and forest area ie., states

rosponsibility. . These programmes should involve woodcutters and coalmakers as

they are the instruments of deforestation as there is a link between smuggling

and unemployment. •.

Next, tribal demand for agricultural activities have to be looked into by clear-

ly specifying the boundaries of the forest on the basis of gradient of land,

Ic'avinjj valley and flat lands for agricultural purposes and hillslopes for

treecrops and fuelwood.
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i;h« importance of people's identification and participation with programmes is
^

gradually b«ing realised by the authorities which is reflected in the recent

trend in programmes like Joint Forest Management (JFM). However, the authentic-

ity of the professed amicable intentions have to be proved and yet to be imple-

mented as it is a known fact that the credibility of the authorities in power is

j'rj'gile Siinong people. The concept of JFM has already been, tried successfully in

a few places in India. In Hest Bengal which has premiered this program there

are 16.,000 village protection committees looking after 200,000 Hectres of forest

are.i. These committees not only achieved effective protection of forests with

ainimuu investment from the government but also improved the livelyhood of

villagers. In a study conducted in these areas it was found that village women

wer.;» earning eight to ten rupees per day from collection of Minor Forest Produce

such as sal seeds etc. The study also showed that returns from well protected

natural forest are higher than planatations. SUKOMAJEI - water shed development

near1 Chandigarh and EELEGAON in Maharashtra are other successful examples of

management of natural resources by local people.

Regeneration of forests is not the sole responsibility of the tribal as utilisa-

tior io more in the outside world than with the tribals. Ultimately, the major
^R 1c.-!.uti.e for the degeneration of forests is the matvxalistic and consumeristic life

style of the urban elites whose objective is luxury and not preservation.

Unless and until the ethics of these folk are redefined laws however stringent

will nover be sincerely followed and forestry programmes with tribals however

well-planned will not be fruitful. All the same we have to accept the trust

that the tribal is capable of protecting the forest which is what he has been

doing all through the ages.
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